Secondary Summer Math

1. Complete the packet, **showing ALL work** for each problem.
   a. Not showing work or giving an explanation will result in a “wrong” answer.
2. After completing the packet, check your work, and make corrections on a separate sheet of paper.
   a. Answer keys are provided for those entering General Math through Algebra II.
3. Bring the **COMPLETED and CORRECTED** packet to the first day of class.

**Completed General Math or Advanced General Math (going into Pre-Algebra)**

Packet

Answer Key

**Completed Pre-Algebra or tested into Algebra 1 (ALL students going into Algebra 1)**

Packet

Answer Key

**Completed Algebra I (Do ODD problems only!)**

Packet

Answer Key

**Completed Geometry**

Packet (Packet includes answers)

**Completed Algebra II**

Packet

Answers